Last Planner System® in Design

Gain a foundational understanding of implementing Last Planner System® (LPS®) during the design (pre-construction) phases of a project. Identify the essential foundational principles of the five conversations of LPS, gain practical application insight for each, and access key action guidelines.

Module 1 – OVERVIEW OF THE LAST PLANNER® SYSTEM IN DESIGN
Identify how the Last Planner System® aids in project delivery and view the considerations and adaptations for the design phase. Gain an intermediate understanding of the five planning conversations and reliable promising.

Module 2 – ESSENTIALS OF MILESTONE PLANNING PRINCIPLES
You will identify the essentials of the Milestone Planning conversation. Learn practical application guidelines to implement this level of LPS.

Module 3 – ESSENTIALS OF PHASE PULL PLANNING PRINCIPLES
You will identify essential principles of the Phase Pull Planning conversation, gain practical application insight, and access key action guidelines.

Module 4 – ESSENTIALS OF DESIGN PLANNING PRINCIPLES
You will identify essential principles of the Design Cycle Planning conversation, gain practical application insight, and access key action guidelines.

Module 5 – ESSENTIALS OF WEEKLY WORK PLANNING PRINCIPLES
You will identify essential principles of the Weekly Work Planning conversation gain practical application insight, and access key action guidelines.

Module 6 – ESSENTIALS OF LEARNING AND IMPROVING PRINCIPLES
You will identify essential principles of the Learning and Improving Planning conversation gain practical application insight, and access key action guidelines.
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